PROVISIONS BY OTHERS

GENERAL
HOBISTWAY: THE HOBISTWAY MUST BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH "SAFETY CODE FOR ELEVATORS" (SIG. 530). "SAFETY CODE FOR ELEVATORS AND ESCALATORS" (SIG. 530) AND ALL STATE/PROVINCIAL AND LOCAL CODES.

PLUMB HOBISTWAY: DUE TO CLOSE RUNNING CLEARANCES OWNER/AGENT MUST ENSURE THAT HOISTWAY AND PIT WHICH PROFESSIONAL LEVEL PUNISH AND SQUARE AN ENSURE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DIMENSIONS ON THESE DRAWINGS.

MINIMUM OVERHEAD CLEARANCE: OWNER/AGENT MUST ENSURE MINIMUM OVERHEAD CLEARANCE IN COMPLIANCE WITH CODES.

CONSTRUCTION: OWNER/AGENT TO PROVIDE ALL MACHINERY, CARPETING AND DRILL WORK AS REQUIRED AND SHALL NOT HAVE CODES OR CODES EXCLUDING FINISH PAINTING ALL AREAS WHERE WALLS/FLOORS MAY REQUIRE TO BE CUT, DRILLED OR ALTERED IN ANY WAY TO PERMIT THE PROPER INSTALLATION OF THE LIFT.

INDUSTRY CONTRACTOR/CUSTOMER TO VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS AND REPORT ANY DISAGREEMENTS TO OUR OFFICE IMMEDIATELY.

STRUCTURAL ELEVATOR WALL LOADS: STRUCTURAL ENGINEER TO ASSURE THAT BUILDING AND WALLS WILL SAFELY SUPPORT ALL LOADS IMPOSED BY THE LIFT EQUIPMENT. REFER TO THE TABLES ON THIS DRAWING FOR LOADS IMPOSED BY THE EQUIPMENT.

WHERE ITEMS ARE REQUIRED: SUITABLE UNITS MUST BE PROVIDED BY OWNER/AGENT. DOOR FRAMES ARE NOT DESIGNED TO SUPPORT OVERHEAD WALL LOADS.

MACHINE ROOM LOCATION: MACHINE ROOM LOCATED AT THE LOWEST LEVEL ADJACENT TO HOISTWAY, UNLESS SHOWN OTHERWISE ON THE LAYOUT DRAWINGS. FIELD ADJUSTMENT BY INSTALLER MAY BE NECESSARY TO MEET SITE CONDITIONS OR REQUIREMENTS. ACCESS TO MACHINE ROOM TO BE THROUGH A SELF CLOSING LOCKING DOOR.

ELEVATOR FOR OIL & ELECTRIC LIFT: FROM MACHINE ROOM TO RUNWAY AS REQUIRED, (POSITION FOR INSTALLER INSTRUCTIONS)

ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY: SEE SPECIFICATIONS LOCKABLE FUSES DISCONNECT WITH AUXILIARY CONTACT TO BREAK THE BATTERY FEED OR CIRCUIT BREAKER WITH A 30-AMP BREAKER FOR BATTERY FEEDS ENCLOSED IN COMPLIANCE WITH ELECTRICAL CODES AS FOLLOWS:

LIT CONTINUOUS FILTERS: BEFORE INSTALLATION CARbons PERIODIC FILTERS MUST BE REPLACED.

LIGHTING: OWNER/AGENT TO ENSURE AT LEAST 5 PTC OR 5 LAU LIT CONTINUOUS LIGHTING OVER LIFT AREA:

MACHINES:
FASCIA PANEL BELOW DOOR LEVEL ENTRANCE, WHERE REQUIRED, FASCIA PANELS MUST BE FASTENED TO SOLID WALL AND BE PERPENDICULAR TO THE FLOOR AND WALLS MOUNTED.
FASCIA IS NOT SELF-SUPPORTING FOR LONG, CONTINUOUS RUNS VICE OF ENTRANCES, ADEQUATE SUPPORT FOR THE FASCIA MUST BE PROVIDED.

ENTRANCE ASSEMBLIES: ENTRANCE ASSEMBLIES MUST BE ADJUSTED TO ALIGN WITH PLATFORM AND INTERIOR EQUIPMENT. OTHERS TO ALLOW AN ADEQUATE ROUGH OPENING.

RETURN WALLS: RETURN WALLS AT ENTRANCES MUST BE BUILT BY OTHERS TO PROVIDE ENTRANCE ASSEMBLIES ARE IN PLACE, ENTRANCE ASSEMBLIES MUST BE SECURELY FASTENED TO WALLS BY ELEVATOR CONTRACTOR.

NOTE D:
ALL INFORMATION IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE. PLEASE REFERENCE OUR ON-LINE DRAWINGS AT WWW.SAVARIA.COM FOR THE MOST RECENT UPDATES.